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DAYTON, Ohio- Imagine a state-of-the-art jet fighter returning from battle, 
approaching the landing field. The fatigued pilot wonders if the plane's engine will power a 
vertical landing or if the damage the plane has suffered means a typical landing would be 
better. 
So she asks the aircraft. 
The answer may be no, you've lost too much oil, or no, there's a crack in the fan blade. 
Or yes, but you'll only get full power for 10 minutes because a part in the engine will reach its 
fatigue life point and may cause the engine to fail, meaning the part will have to be replaced 
before you fly again. 
And at the same time the pilot is making her decision, the aircraft is also talking to the 
ground. The crew chief is getting ready for the landing by preparing to fix the seal causing the oil 
leak, change the cracked blade or replace the engine part. 
In the year 2010, when the next generation fighter is expected to make its debut for the 
armed services, self-diagnostics from nose to tail may be standard equipment. Pilots will get the 
information they need to make their missions successful, while maintenance and repair 
information will be relayed directly to the crew chief. 
And now, before the new plane gets to the engineering and manufacturing design stage, 
is when to consider how such a diagnostic system could function. 
The University of Dayton Research Institute won a 1997 Quality Recognition Award in 
December from TRW Avionics Systems Division for its work on integrated diagnostics with 
team members from the company's Dayton Engineering Lab. In the three-year project that 
concluded in 1997, a three-member team from UDRI joined five TRW researchers and Gary 
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Smith and J.B. Schroeder from Wright Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in 
identifying and evaluating critical diagnostic technologies. 
They assessed the maturity of each technology to understand where' the state of the art 
might be when the prototype aircraft is designed. In another phase of the project, team members 
designed a generic diagnostic system and showed the interfaces, sensors, data storage and 
computing power that would allow the system to integrate fully into the aircraft. 
"Now that the Cold War is over, the Department of Defense is requiring contractors to 
take a global view and not just look at performance but also long-term issues, such as 
maintenance," says Mike Drake, research engineer for the aerospace mechanics division of 
UDRI who served as UDRI team leader. "Never before have designers thought at this stage of 
the design about how the airplane would eventually be maintained." 
With maintenance and repair effectively pinpointed for each aircraft from inception until 
the plane is retired, the analysis by the integrated diagnostics team predicts a substantial 
savings for the fleet. 
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